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Demolishing four times as fast … 

COMBI SHEARS HCS 6 J AND SPLITTING CYLINDER C 9 ARE SUCCESSFUL TOGETHER 
 

Blumberg/Neuseddin. Small, compact demolition tools which can be operated by 

a single person are not exclusively designed for simple demolitions - on the 

contrary. This is what hydraulic DARDA tools proved once again when a water 

tower was demolished. 

 

Parts of an ageing water tower could be torn down with hand-guided DARDA demolition 

tools four times as fast as with the demolition method originally chosen, i.e. with 

electrical chipping hammers. 

The 54 m high water tower in Neuseddin, Brandenburg, stood on a railway site, 

surrounded by rails and factory halls. People were most concerned about the top six to 

seven metres out of reinforced concrete – the former water reservoir with several 

chambers. How should an efficient demolition be possible in this vertiginous height? 

The answer was: with the Combi Shears HCS 6 J and a C 9 N Splitting Cylinder of DARDA. 

Both are hydraulic hand tools which are so light and compact that they can be handled by 

just one person and can easily be used on a scaffold. 

 

Small Combi Shears accomplish Big Tasks 

The outer walls and all inner partition walls consisted of concrete with a thickness of 

about 12 cm reinforced with steel of 6 - 8 mm. The walls were “nibbled at” piece by piece 

by a worker with the Combi Shears HCS 6 J. A bolt cutter cut the thin steel 

reinforcements in two. 

The HCS 6 J, equipped with concrete crusher arms, can crack reinforced concrete 

structures of up to 15 cm. With a weight of just 16 kg it shows a breaking force of 73 kN 

(7.4 tons) so that concrete breaks within a few seconds. 

The Combi Shears HCS 6 are not only available as concrete crushers but also as three 

further models: 

 as shears, type HCS 6 C, to expand and break material parts and to cut concrete 

steel. 

 as wall crushers, type HCS 6 B, to grip brickwork of up to 32 cm thickness. 

 with sickle blades, type HCS 6 S, to cut round bars, tubes, etc. 

Here only the tools are changed, the basic model is the same. Thus, the Combi Shears of 

DARDA are a particularly flexible hand tool. 
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The ceiling with a thickness of about 30 cm was tackled with a Splitting Cylinder, also 

from DARDA. In this case it consisted of a C 9 N Splitting Cylinder, a portable EP electric 

motor Power Unit and hydraulic hoses. From above holes were drilled into the concrete 

ceiling into which the Splitting Cylinder was set. Inside the hole a wedge is hydraulically 

forced out and splits the concrete within seconds. Thereby thin reinforcements rupture. 

With the C 9 N Splitting Cylinder a worker has a tool with a splitting force of 1962 kN 

(200 tons) at his disposal.  

 

Increasingly Big Tools are only Seconds 

The demolition company in charge confirmed that the demolition would have lasted four 

times as long without the DARDA tools. The project was begun with three hand-guided 

electric chipping hammers. People were so unhappy with their power and efficiency, 

however, that soon a more efficient solution was sought and found with the Combi Shears 

and the Splitting equipment of DARDA. 

 

Such demanding tasks in great heights keep posing problems for the people in charge: 

 Excavators with mounted tools are not usable on scaffolds. 

 The use of a special crane with a concrete crusher was tested but proved to be 

extremely complicated and above all much too expensive. 

 A blasting or the use of a wrecking ball were not possible because of a risk of damage 

to the surrounding buildings and tracks and a disturbance of the railway traffic had to 

be avoided. 

 

Compact and powerful hand-held demolition tools of DARDA always compete with the big 

machines if these cannot be used. And once again it could be proven that even so- or 

maybe just because of that – an economic demolition is possible. 
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The old Neuseddin water tower in the midst of a busy railway site. 

 

 

One person can easily operate the Combi Shears HCS 6 J from DARDA. 
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The HCS 6 J Combi Shears quickly and efficiently crack up to 15 cm thick concrete walls 

 

Source: Darda GmbH, Blumberg 
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